BIGGA adds its tribute to one of golf's legends

Arnold Palmer was presented with the inaugural BIGGA Lifetime Achievement Award in front of the R&A Clubhouse by BIGGA President Barry Heaney and Gordon Moir, Chairman of the Scottish Region on the Wednesday of the Open.

Arnold Palmer said that he was flattered and honoured to become the first winner of the Award.

"My father was in greenkeeping for 55 years and to be recognised by the British and International Golf Greenkeepers means a great deal to me," he said.

He spent a few minutes talking with Barry and Gordon in front of a battery of photographers before going off to prepare himself for his final rounds in the Championship.

The citation which accompanied the Darlington Crystal ice bucket read:

"In recognition of the universal debt the game, and all those who are employed within it, owes to Arnold Palmer, the British and International Golf Greenkeepers Association wishes to honour this great and universally revered golfer. As the son of a respected greenkeeper, and a man renowned as much for his sportsmanship and integrity as his talent as a golfer and a golf course designer, there could be no finer choice than Arnold Palmer to become the inaugural recipient of the BIGGA Lifetime Achievement Award."

It is hoped that the BIGGA Lifetime Achievement Award will now become a regular part of Open week.

JUST FOR THE RECORD

• Gordon Sherry has been mixing in high company. He has holed-in-one in the company of Jack Nicklaus during a practice round, spent two rounds playing with Greg Norman and Tom Watson and been introduced to ex-US President George Bush. To top it all, though, he has been staying with Gordon Moir, Chairman of the Scottish Region of BIGGA and Head Greenkeeper of St Andrews Eden Course, for the week.

• One man who watched Michael Campbell with great interest was Jim Johnstone a member of the BIGGA Greenkeeping Support team. Jim backed Campbell at 100-1 at the beginning of the week.

• Nick Price was in a playful mood as he completed the defence of his title. When his playing partner Brad Faxon nipped into one of the on course toilets Price stuck a tee into the latch to lock him in. Faxon had to put his shoulder to the door to escape - watched by BIGGA Greenkeeper Support Team member Steve Curtis.

• A fate nearly befell Robert Allenby which the rest of us have to put up with day in day out - carrying his own bag. Under the watchful eye of Alex Robertson, the accompanying member of the BIGGA Greenkeeping Support Team, he failed to escape from a bunker at the 9th and turned to his caddie and said, "That's the last time I listen to you." At that the caddie said "Well carry your own bag then" stripped off his bib, put down the bag and walked off. Allenby was forced to carry his bag to the green by which time the caddie had had a change of mind and returned and there was a speedy reconciliation.

• John Cook was a victim of the weather when his yardage chart blew out of his hand on the 13th. It was retrieved by Brian Rigby, of the BIGGA Greenkeeping Support team, who said, "That's the Scottish weather for you." He replied, "Yeah, you have to keep a firm grasp on everything." He burst out laughing when Brian added, "Especially your wallet."

• Ian Woosnam putted poorly all day and at the end of the round instead of shaking hands with his lady marker he handed her his putter - reports Richard Barker, of the BIGGA Greenkeeping Support Team who worked on the match.
A total of 700 bunkers were found during the course of regular play in the Championship – Rocca’s visit to the Road Hole during the play-off took the figure to 701. The final day, including the play-off produced 156 visits to bunkers. The Road Hole claimed 14 including Daly, Els and Rocca in the play-off.

The last man to find a bunker in the Championship was Davis Love III who waited until the 8th hole on Sunday before entering a bunker. Dean Robertson pushed him close but his challenge came to an end when he found sand on the 6th during the final round.

The 17th produced the most sand drama. The hole claimed 94 victims with 72 of them coming at the Road Hole – including Rocca’s visit in the play-off.

Lee Westwood was the man who made most visits to sand during the tournament with 12 visits to sand during the four days. Nick Faldo was second with 10.

James, Tomori and Nakajima were the men who made the fewest visits to sand during the week. Tommy Nakajima who became known for his Road Hole horror in 1978 made his only visit to sand on the 14th hole in the third round.

The hole which possessed bunkers but which claimed the fewest victims was the 8th with 16 victims all week.

Craig Parry was sick of the sight of one particular bunker on the course. He found the same bunker as he played the 7th and the 11th causing extra work for Sean McDade of the BIGGA Greenkeeping Support Team.

After his second successive 75 former US PGA Champion Wayne Grady gave away his putter to a young girl who had accompanied his match. The comment from Robert Hogarth, the BIGGA Greenkeeping Support Team member who followed the match was, “On this showing I don’t blame him.”

On an unfortunate note. The Editor’s pick to win the Championship, Bernhard Langer, and the six lottery numbers he selected for the Saturday of Championship week failed to live up to expectations. The Editor expresses his regret to anyone who was daft enough to invest in them and can only rub salt in the wound by saying that he clean forgot to put any money on them himself.